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Abstract

Combining single molecule atomic force microscopy (AFM) and protein engineering techniques, here

we demonstrate that we can use recombination-based techniques to engineer novel elastomeric proteins

by recombining protein fragments from structurally homologous parent proteins. Using I27 and I32

domains from the muscle protein titin as parent template proteins, we systematically shuffled the sec-

ondary structural elements of the two parent proteins and engineered 13 hybrid daughter proteins.

Although I27 and I32 are highly homologous, and homology modeling predicted that the hybrid

daughter proteins fold into structures that are similar to that of parent protein, we found that only eight

of the 13 daughter proteins showed b-sheet dominated structures that are similar to parent proteins, and

the other five recombined proteins showed signatures of the formation of significant a-helical or random

coil-like structure. Single molecule AFM revealed that six recombined daughter proteins are mechan-

ically stable and exhibit mechanical properties that are different from the parent proteins. In contrast,

another four of the hybrid proteins were found to be mechanically labile and unfold at forces that are

lower than the ;20 pN, as we could not detect any unfolding force peaks. The last three hybrid proteins

showed interesting duality in their mechanical unfolding behaviors. These results demonstrate the great

potential of using recombination-based approaches to engineer novel elastomeric protein domains of

diverse mechanical properties. Moreover, our results also revealed the challenges and complexity of

developing a recombination-based approach into a laboratory-based directed evolution approach to

engineer novel elastomeric proteins.
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Elastomeric proteins are an important class of mechanical

proteins that are subject to stretching force under physio-

logical conditions (Labeit and Kolmerer 1995; Kellermayer

et al. 1997; Rief et al. 1997; Tskhovrebova et al. 1997;

Oberhauser et al. 1998; Tatham and Shewry 2000; Gosline

et al. 2002; Li et al. 2002; Bao and Suresh 2003). They

function as molecular springs to provide tissues with

extensibility, elasticity, and mechanical strength. Elasto-

meric proteins can also function as biomaterials of superb

mechanical properties. For example, spider dragline silk is

the best-known fibrous material that outperforms any

manmade high-performance fibrous materials (Gosline

et al. 1999; Becker et al. 2003). Understanding the

molecular details of the design of elastomeric proteins is

not only important for elucidating biophysical principles

underlying a wide variety of biological processes, but also

may pave the way to use bottom-up approaches to design

and engineer novel elastomeric proteins with well-defined
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mechanical properties for applications ranging from mate-

rial sciences to nanobiotechnology (Goodsell 2004; Elvin

et al. 2005).

Using single-molecule force spectroscopy techniques,

it is possible to stretch individual protein molecules to

measure their mechanical properties at the single mole-

cule level (Rief et al. 1997). In combination with protein

engineering techniques, it has become feasible to inves-

tigate the molecular determinants of the mechanical sta-

bility of proteins (Fisher et al. 1999). Insights into the

design of mechanically stable elastomeric proteins have

significantly expanded the scope of elastomeric proteins

by including nonmechanical proteins, which by nature are

not subject to stretching force under their normal working

conditions, and yet are mechanically stable (Yang et al.

2000; Best et al. 2001; Dietz and Rief 2004; Brockwell

et al. 2005; Cecconi et al. 2005; Cao et al. 2006; Sharma

et al. 2007). It has been recognized that there exists a key

region in the protein that is critical for mechanical

stability (Li et al. 2000a; Lu and Schulten 2000), and

can be considered as the mechano-active site, similar to

the active site in enzymes (Li 2007). The mechanical

stability of proteins is not only governed by the mechano-

active site and the noncovalent interactions involved in

the active site, but also by interactions mediated by amino

acid residues adjacent to the mechano-active site. Despite

the significant progress in understanding the elastomeric

proteins over the last decade, thorough understanding of

the molecular determinants for the mechanical stability

of proteins remains elusive and largely unestablished.

Rational engineering of proteins with well-defined me-

chanical stability in a systematic fashion currently is still

out of the reach of current experimental approaches.

Analogous to the engineering of enzymes of well-

defined enzymatic activity, engineering proteins of well-

defined mechanical stability is to large extent about how

to design and engineer the mechano-active site to produce

the desired mechanical properties. Efforts along two

different directions have been pursued in enzyme engi-

neering: one is rational design and engineering-based

methods (Kortemme and Baker 2004; Ashworth et al.

2006; Jiang et al. 2008), and the other one is a laboratory-

based directed evolution approach (Arnold and Georgiou

2003). Inspired by the successful approaches of directed

evolution of enzymes, especially those involving recom-

bination (Voigt et al. 2002; Otey et al. 2004; Bloom et al.

2005; Griswold et al. 2005; Carbone and Arnold 2007),

we have started to explore a recombination-based ap-

proach to engineer elastomeric proteins with novel

mechanical properties (Sharma et al. 2006) in parallel

to our ongoing efforts using rational design and engineer-

ing approaches.

DNA shuffling-based recombination is an important

mechanism used by nature to improve protein traits such

as enzymatic activity and confer new properties to pro-

teins during evolution. Recombination offers the advant-

age of combining beneficial mutations from multiple

parents into a single offspring. This approach has also

been used and developed extensively in directed evolution

of proteins in laboratory settings, and has become one

of the most important strategies in enzyme engineering

(Voigt et al. 2002; Bittker et al. 2004; Otey et al. 2004;

Griswold et al. 2005). Recombination is based on DNA

shuffling of proteins sharing high-sequence homology

and identity. Recent developments have extended this

method to proteins that are distantly related and share

low-sequence homology (Bittker et al. 2004; Griswold

et al. 2005). In a previous paper (Sharma et al. 2006), we

reported the proof of principle of using DNA shuffling-

based recombination technique to engineer elastomeric

proteins with novel mechanical properties. Here, we re-

port our much expanded experimental efforts in develop-

ing DNA shuffling-based recombination into a versatile

approach in engineering proteins of well-defined mechan-

ical properties. Using I27 and I32 from the muscle protein

titin as model parent proteins (Carrion-Vazquez et al.

1999b; Li et al. 2002), we systematically shuffled the

secondary structural elements between the two parent

proteins and generated a family of hybrid proteins. Using

single-molecule AFM techniques and conventional stopped-

flow spectrofluorimetry methods, we characterized their

mechanical properties as well as their chemical unfolding

kinetics in detail. Our results not only demonstrate the great

potential of recombination-based methodology in engineer-

ing proteins of novel mechanical properties, but also illus-

trate the direction for future experimental efforts.

Results

Many naturally occurring elastomeric proteins are tandem

modular proteins that consist of many individually folded

homologous globular domains (Tatham and Shewry

2000). The giant muscle protein titin is an ideal example

in this regard (Labeit and Kolmerer 1995). Titin contains

hundreds of individually folded, homologous immuno-

globulin (Ig) domains. These homologous Ig domains

exhibit distinct mechanical stability and constitute ideal

target for recombination (Carrion-Vazquez et al. 1999b;

Li et al. 2002). Building upon previous single-molecule

AFM work (Carrion-Vazquez et al. 1999b; Li et al. 2002),

we employ the 27th and 32nd Ig domains from the giant

muscle protein titin as parent templates to generate hybrid

daughter proteins by recombining fragments from the

two parent proteins. I27 and I32 share a high sequence

homology (Fig. 1A, identity 42%, similarity 57%), but

displays sharply different mechanical stability (Li et al.

2002). I27 has a characteristic b-sandwich structure with

seven b-strands packed into two b-sheets (Pfuhl and

Balamurali et al.
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Pastore 1995). The A9G region of I27 has been shown to

be the mechano-active site of I27 and offers the major

mechanical resistance to mechanical unfolding of I27 (Lu

et al. 1998; Carrion-Vazquez et al. 1999a; Li et al. 2000a;

Lu and Schulten 2000). Homology modeling predicts that

I32 folds into a three-dimensional structure that is very

similar to that of I27, and single-molecule AFM studies

suggest that the mechano-active site for I32 is also

located at the A9G region of the protein (unpublished

data). Thus, I27 and I32 constitute ideal parent template

proteins for recombination.

Construction of hybrid proteins by shuffling secondary

structural elements between I27 and I32

In our previous communication (Sharma et al. 2006) we

shuffled the force-bearing strands (A9G strands) and non-

force-bearing b-strands (CDE strands) between the two

parent proteins. In these four hybrid proteins, the force-

bearing strands, which encode the mechano-active site for

the two Ig domains, were kept intact. To fully explore the

possibility of recombination and the potential benefits in

creating proteins of hybrid force-bearing b-strands, here

we attempt to systematically shuffle the secondary struc-

tural elements between the two parent proteins. In this

study, the crossover sites were chosen at various flexible

loop regions of I27 and I32, and AA9B b hairpin, AA9BC

strands, FG hairpin, and CFG b-strands were shuffled

between the two parent proteins. In all of these hybrid

proteins, the original force-bearing b-strands from a

given parent protein were separated and distributed into

two hybrid daughter proteins. For example, for hybrid

protein I32-FG-I27, the FG b-hairpin was shuffled from

I27 into I32. In the hybrid daughter protein, the force-

bearing b-strand AA9 comes from I32, while force-

bearing strand G comes from I27. In this way, we will

examine whether force-bearing b-strands coming from

two different parent proteins can reconstitute a fully

functional mechano-active site. Together with the previ-

ously reported shuffling of A9G and CDE b-strands, these

hybrid proteins will enable us to investigate the effect of

the mechano-active site on the mechanical stability of Ig

Figure 1. Hybrid Ig proteins engineered by shuffling fragments between the two parent proteins, I27 and I32. (A) Sequence alignment

of I27 and I32. The secondary structural elements are indicated above the sequences. Residues in block indicate those residues that are

identical in both I27 and I32, and residues shaded in gray indicate those that are similar in both parent proteins. (B) Three-dimensional

structures of parent proteins as well as the engineered hybrid Ig domains. By interchanging the various secondary structural elements

between the two parent proteins, we engineered 13 hybrid proteins. In the hybrid proteins, the fragments coming from parent protein

I27 are shown in gray, while those from I32 are shown in black. Left column shows the hybrid daughter proteins whose A9G strands are

kept intact during recombination, while the hybrid ones in the right column contain A9G strands from two different parent proteins.
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domains. Figure 1B shows the three-dimensional struc-

tures of the hybrid proteins predicted from homology

modeling using a web-based package Swiss-Model by

First Approach Mode (http://swissmodel.expasy.org/). It

is evident that homology modeling predicts that all hybrid

daughter proteins will fold into three-dimensional struc-

tures that are similar to those of the wild-type parent

proteins.

Secondary structures of the hybrid proteins

generated by recombination

In order to experimentally examine whether the engi-

neered hybrid proteins fold into three-dimensional struc-

tures that are similar to those of parent proteins, we

carried out far-ultraviolet circular dichroism (far-UV CD)

spectroscopy measurements on the monomeric hybrid

proteins. The CD spectra of the 13 engineered hybrid

proteins are shown in Figure 2. Different from homology

modeling prediction results, CD spectra clearly reveal the

changes in the secondary structures of some of the hybrid

proteins. The CD spectra of the hybrid proteins show

diverse signatures for the formation of different secon-

dary structures, and can be classified into two categories:

The first category of proteins (consisting of I27-A9G-I32,

I32-A9G-I27, I27-CDE-I32, I32-CDE-I27, I27-AA9B-I32,

I32-AA9BC-I27, I32-FG-I27, and I32-CFG-I27) show

single minima between 210 nm and 218 nm in their CD

spectra, which is indicative of b-sheet structure, suggest-

ing that these hybrid proteins fold into structures that

are predominantly b-sheets, which resemble those of the

parent proteins I27 and I32 (Politou et al. 1995). In con-

trast, the second category of hybrid proteins exhibits

clear signatures of the formation of non-b-sheet secon-

dary structures. The CD spectra of hybrid proteins I27-

DEFG-I32, I32-AA9B-I27, I27-FG-I32, and I27-CFG-I32

show a broad negative peak between 208 nm and 222 nm,

with two minima at ;208 nm and ;222 nm, respectively,

indicating the formation of various amounts of a-helical

structures in these hybrid proteins together with the b-

sheet structure, suggesting that the structures of hybrid

proteins deviate from those predicted by homology mod-

eling. Moreover, for proteins I32-DEFG-I27 and I32-

AA9B-I27, the minima at 208 nm show a significant shift

toward lower wavelength, suggestive of the increasing

content of random coil-like sequences in these two hy-

brid proteins. These results suggest that the second-

ary structure of the sequences in parent proteins is

context dependent: Shuffling secondary structures be-

tween highly homologous proteins does not guarantee

the formation of the correct secondary structure, and the

secondary structure of the structural elements being

shuffled depends on the new environment in the hybrid

proteins.

Mechanical properties of recombined hybrid proteins

The mechanical properties of I27-A9G-I32, I32-A9G-I27,

I27-CDE-I32, and I32-CDE-I27 were investigated in

detail in our previous single-molecule AFM studies

(Sharma et al. 2006) using (GB1)4–hybrid–(GB1)4 con-

structs, which allowed us to screen the mechanical prop-

erties of hybrid proteins relatively quickly. To investigate

the mechanical stability of the hybrid proteins in greater

detail and obtain much improved statistics, here we

constructed polyproteins (GB1–hybrid)4, in which the

GB1 alternates with the hybrid proteins, for our single-

molecule AFM experiments. In the hybrid proteins, the

GB1 domains, which are characterized by contour length

increment DLc of ;18 nm and unfolding forces of ;180

pN (Cao et al. 2006; Cao and Li 2007), serve as internal

fingerprints, allowing us to identify single-molecule

stretching events and discern the mechanical signature

of the hybrid proteins in an unambiguous way (Li et al.

2001). Since the hybrid Ig domains alternate with GB1

domains in the heteropolyprotein, we can be certain that

Figure 2. Far-UV CD spectra for the recombined hybrid Ig domains. (A)

CD spectra of eight engineered hybrid Ig proteins that show predominantly

b-sheet structure. These spectra are characterized by single minima

between 210 and 218 nm. (B) CD spectra of engineered hybrid Ig domains

that show secondary structures deviating from typical b-sheet structure.

The CD spectra of these proteins show a broad negative peak between

208 nm and 222 nm, with two minima at;208 nm and;222 nm, suggest-

ing the formation of an a-helical structure.

Balamurali et al.
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the force–extension curve must contain the mechanical

signature of the unfolding of at least one hybrid domain

if there are two unfolding events of GB1. If the hybrid

proteins are properly folded and of significant mechanical

stability, the unfolding of such hybrid proteins will result

in unfolding events with DLc that are similar to that of

wild-type parent proteins I27 and I32, which is ;28 nm.

If the hybrid proteins are not properly folded or mechan-

ically labile, we will not observe unfolding events of DLc

of ;28 nm. Instead, the stretching and unfolding of such

hybrid domains will give rise to random coil-like elastic

behaviors or irregular low unfolding force peaks. Indeed,

in our constructed hybrid proteins, we observed both

types of unfolding behaviors. For clarity, the mechanical

unfolding of hybrid proteins are classified into three

categories according to their distinct mechanical proper-

ties: One category corresponds to mechanically stable

hybrid Ig domains; the second one corresponds to mech-

anically labile ones, and the third one exhibits dual

mechanical features of the first two categories.

The first category consists of hybrid Ig domains I27-

A9G-I32, I32-A9G-I27, I27-CDE-I32, I32-CDE-I27, I32-

AA9BC-I27, and I32-FG-I27. Stretching heteropolypro-

tein (GB1-I32-AA9BC-I27)4 results in force–extension

curves showing unfolding force peaks with two apparent

DLc: one is 18 nm and the other is 28 nm (Fig. 3A). The

unfolding events of DLc of ;18 nm correspond to the

mechanical unraveling of the GB1 domains in the poly-

protein (Cao et al. 2006; Cao and Li 2007), while the

unfolding events of DLc of 28 nm correspond to the

complete mechanical unfolding of the properly folded

I32-AA9BC-I27 domains (inset of Fig. 3B). The mechan-

ical properties of this category of hybrid Ig domains were

studied using similar approaches, and the force–extension

curves of I32-A9G-I27 and I32-FG-I27 are shown in Fig-

ure 3C and E, and unfolding force histograms of these

hybrid Ig domains are shown in Figure 3B, D, and F,

respectively. It is clear that the unfolding force distribution

of I32-AA9BC-I27 and I32-FG-I27 have similar width to that

of the parent proteins as well as that of the previously

Figure 3. Mechanical properties of mechanically stable hybrid Ig domains I32-AA9BC-I27, I32-A9G-I27, and I32-FG-I27. (A,C, and

E) Typical force–extension curves of stretching heteropolyproteins (GB1-I32-AA9BC-I27)4, (GB1-I32-A9G-I27)4, and (GB1-I32-FG-

I27)4, respectively. The unfolding events of GB1 are characterized by DLc of;18 nm and unfolding force of;180 pN, and are colored

in gray. The unfolding events with DLc of;28 nm correspond to the unfolding of well-folded engineered hybrid Ig domains and are in

black. Dotted lines correspond to WLC fits. (B,D, and F) Unfolding force histograms for hybrid Ig domains I32-AA9BC-I27, I32-A9G-

I27, and I32-FG-I27, respectively. The unfolding forces of I32-AA9BC-I27 and I32-FG-I27 show unimodal distribution with average

unfolding forces of 152 6 39 pN (n ¼ 602) and 198 6 44 pN (n ¼ 215), respectively. The unfolding forces of I32-A9G-I27 show a

bimodal distribution, with the first peak centered at 150 pN and the second peak centered around 250 pN, respectively. Insets are

histograms for DLc of individual hybrid Ig domains.
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studied I27-A9G-I32, I27-CDE-I32, and I32-CDE-I27. The

average unfolding forces are 152 6 39 pN for I32-AA9BC-

I27 and 198 6 44 pN for I32-FG-I27. In contrast, the

unfolding force distribution of I32-A9G-I27 is much

broader and shows a bimodal distribution, suggestive of

the existence of conformational heterogeneity in the native

states of I32-A9G-I27. The bimodal distribution of I32-

A9G-I27 shows one peak at ;150 pN and the other one at

;250 pN. The average unfolding forces for all the re-

combined hybrid proteins are shown in Table 1. It is clear

that recombination of protein fragments can lead to proteins

of diverse mechanical properties, with mechanical stability

ranging from 130 pN to >250 pN.

The width of the unfolding force distribution for hybrid

proteins is similar among them (except I32-A9G-I27)

and slightly broader than that of the two parent proteins.

The width of the unfolding force distribution carries im-

portant information about the unfolding distance Dxu
between the folded state and mechanical unfolding

transition state. As shown by Evans (2001), the unfolding

force distribution, even in the absence of experimental

uncertainty, is set by the thermo force, kBT/Dxu, where kB
is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, and Dxu is

the unfolding distance between the native state and

mechanical unfolding transition state. A similar width

of unfolding force distributions observed for different

hybrid proteins suggests that the unfolding distance Dxu is

similar for different hybrid proteins, and the difference

in mechanical stability originates from the difference in

barrier height for the mechanical unfolding reaction.

The second category consists of hybrid Ig domains I27-

DEFG-I32, I27-CFG-I32, I32-CFG-I27, and I27-FG-I32.

This category of hybrid Ig domains does not exhibit any

unfolding force peaks with DLc of ;28 nm. Instead, their

force–extension curves are characterized by a long fea-

tureless spacer preceding the unfolding of GB1 domains.

For example, Figure 4A shows a typical force–extension

curve of (GB1-I27-DEFG-I32)4, which is characterized

by a long featureless spacer followed by three GB1

unfolding events of DLc of ;18 nm. The long featureless

spacers in force–extension curves are mechanical signa-

tures of random coil-like polymers. Since GB1 alternates

with I27-DEFG-I32 in the heteropolyprotein, the long

featureless spacer must correspond to the stretching and

unfolding of I27-DEFG-I32 domains. The lack of unfold-

ing events of DLc of 28 nm strongly suggests that I27-

DEFG-I32 unfolds at very low forces, implying that the

hybrid protein is either folded but mechanically labile or

unstructured.

The third category consists of hybrid Ig domains I32-

DEFG-I27, I27-AA9B-I32, and I32-AA9B-I27. These

three proteins exhibit dual ‘‘personality’’ in their mechan-

ical properties. In the polyprotein chimeras (GB1-

hybrid)4, hybrid Ig domains alternate with GB1 domains.

Therefore, the ratio between the numbers of the observed

unfolding events for hybrid Ig domains and for GB1

domains should be close to 1. For example, if one ob-

served three GB1 unfolding events in a force–extension

curve, one should observe two or three or four unfolding

events of the hybrid Ig domains (Li et al. 2001). Indeed,

for I32-A9G-I27, I32-AA9BC-I27, and I32-FG-I27 heter-

opolyproteins, the ratio of the number of unfolding events

for GB1 and hybrid proteins are smaller than 2, close

to the theoretically predicted ratio. However, the force–

extension curves of the third category of hybrid Ig

domains are characterized by significantly more GB1

unfolding events than Ig unfolding events. For example,

Figure 5A shows two typical force–extension curves of

(GB1-I32-DEFG-I27)4. In the top curve, three GB1 un-

folding events and two I32-DEFG-I27 unfolding events

were observed, consistent with the polyprotein construc-

tion. In contrast, the number of GB1 unfolding events in

the bottom curve is much more than the number of I32-

DEFG-I27 unfolding events. This force–extension curve

Table 1. Mechanical and chemical unfolding properties of hybrid Ig domains

Protein

Unfolding force at a pulling
speed of 400 nm/sec
(average 6 SD) (pN)

Lc
(average 6 SD) (nm)

Chemical unfolding
rate constant ku (sec

�1)

I27 (WT) 204 (626)

(Carrion-Vazquez et al. 1999b)

28.1 (60.2)

(Carrion-Vazquez et al. 1999b)

4.9 3 10�4

(Carrion-Vazquez et al. 1999b)

I27-A9G-I32 178 (644) 28.1 (60.7) 7.4 3 10�3

I32-A9G-I27 247 (635)a 28.0 (60.6) 1.5 3 10�4

I27-CDE-I32 212 (635) 27.9 (60.6) 1.8 3 10�3

I32-CDE-I27 147 (640) 28.1 (60.6) 3.2 3 10�4

I32-AA9BC-I27 152 (639) 27.3 (60.6) 7.0 3 10�3

I32-FG-I27 198 (644) 27.3 (60.5) 1.3 3 10�3

I32 (wt) 298 (624)

(Li et al. 2002)

28 (Li et al. 2002) 1.7 3
�6 (Scott et al. 2002)

aHigh force population.
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contains five unfolding events of GB1, which result from

the stretching of a dimer of the heteropolyprotein formed

by the air oxidation of the C-terminal cysteine residues in

the two different heteropolyprotein molecules. Therefore,

this force–extension curve should contain the signature of

stretching and unfolding of at least three I32-DEFG-I27

domains, yet only one unfolding force peak was observed

to match the complete unfolding of I32-DEFG-I27, as

evidenced by its DLc of 28 nm. This result indicates that

only one I32-DEFG-I27 domain unfolded at high forces

while the other two hybrid Ig domains unfolded at low

forces that are below our detection limit. Therefore, the

same protein I32-DEFG-I27 exhibits two distinct

mechanical stabilities. These results suggest that this

category of hybrid Ig domains exist in two distinct states

that give rise to the observed duality of the mechanical

stability. The distribution of the hybrid domains between

these two mechanically distinct states can be best de-

scribed by Rhybrid/GB1, the ratio between the number of

unfolding events for hybrid Ig domains versus the number

of GB1 unfolding events. The observed Rhybrid/GB1 is 0.27

for I32-DEFG-I27, 0.18 for I27-AA9B-I32, and 0.15 for

I32-AA9B-I27, respectively, suggesting that only a small

fraction of these three hybrid proteins are mechanically

stable and the majority of them are mechanically labile

and unfold at low force that is below our detection limit.

It is worth noting that the ratio Rhybrid/GB1 can be effected

by the relative stability between GB1 domains and hybrid

Ig domains, as well as the strength of the adhesion bonds

between the polyprotein and the AFM tip or substrate. If

the adhesion force is not very strong and hybrid Ig

domains were of much higher mechanical stability than

GB1 domains, it is possible that all the weaker GB1

domains in the polyprotein would have unfolded, but

stronger domains would remain folded when the adhesion

bond ruptures. In such cases, the force–extension curves

will have more unfolding events of the weaker GB1

domains than the stronger hybrid Ig domains. Thus,

although unlikely, we cannot completely rule out the

possibility that some of the hybrid Ig domains in the third

category might indeed unfold at forces that are much

higher than that of GB1.

It is important to note that all the six mechanically

stable hybrid daughter proteins (the first category of

hybrid proteins) exhibit secondary structural features that

are similar to that of wild-type (WT) parent proteins. It

seems that the mechano-active site can be reconstituted

by recombining AA9 and G b-strands from the two parent

proteins. However, it is important to point out that folding

does not necessarily entail mechanical stability, at least

from the point of view of secondary structures of the

hybrid proteins. For example, hybrid protein I32-CFG-

I27 displays secondary structure that is similar to that of

parent proteins, yet is mechanically weak and unfolds at

forces that are below the detection limit of our AFM.

Correlation of mechanical stability with chemical

unfolding rate constant?

Mechanical stability of proteins is determined by the

kinetic energy barrier for mechanical unfolding as well as

the distance between the native state and transition state.

Hence, the mechanical stability directly correlates with

the mechanical unfolding rate constant a0 at zero force. It

was observed that the mechanical unfolding rate constant

and chemical unfolding rate constant coincide for distal

Ig domains from titin (Li et al. 2000b, 2002; Scott et al.

2002), leading to the strong correlation between mechan-

ical stability and chemical unfolding rate constant. I27

and I32 are two examples for such coincidences. In

order to investigate whether such correlation is preserved

in hybrid proteins after shuffling structural elements

between the two parent proteins, we carried out stopped-

flow spectrofluorimetry experiments to directly character-

ize the chemical unfolding kinetics of the six hybrid

proteins that are well-folded and mechanically stable. The

chemical unfolding kinetics experiments were carried

out with the monomers of the recombined hybrids in the

presence of denaturant GdnHCl. The unfolding arms of

the Chevron plots are plotted in Figure 6. It is clear that

the logarithmic of the unfolding rate constants of the

Figure 4. Typical force–extension curves of heteropolyprotein (A–D)

(GB1-I27-DEFG-I32)4, (GB1- I27-CFG-I32)4, (GB1- I32-CFG-I27)4,

and (GB1-I27-FG-I32)4. The force–extension curves of these heteropoly-

proteins are characterized by long featureless spacers followed by the

unfolding events of GB1 domains, which corresponds to the stretching of

hybrid Ig domains that unfold at low force (below our detection limit).

Dotted lines are WLC fits to the experimental data.
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hybrid proteins increases linearly as a function of the

denaturant concentration, but with different slopes for

different hybrid proteins, indicating that the chemical

unfolding energy barrier for different hybrid proteins

respond differently to the increasing denaturant concen-

tration. Extrapolation of the unfolding arms to zero dena-

turant concentration provides estimates of the spontaneous

unfolding rate constant ku of hybrid proteins in water,

which are tabulated in Table 1.

By plotting the mechanical stability of hybrid proteins

versus the chemical unfolding rate constant, we notice

that there is a weak correlation (R2
¼ 0.64) between the

chemical unfolding rate constant and mechanical unfold-

ing forces (Fig. 7): The higher the chemical unfolding

rate constant is, the lower the unfolding force is. How-

ever, this correlation is much weaker than that observed

for WT Ig domains from the I-band of titin. This result

suggests that within this family of highly homologous

hybrid proteins, the chemical unfolding rate constant can

only serve as a very rough guide for screening hybrid

proteins that are of significant mechanical stability.

Discussion

Recombination is a promising strategy to engineer

proteins of diverse mechanical stability

Using two structurally homologous proteins, I27 and I32,

as parent proteins, we have demonstrated that shuffling

protein fragments between them can generate hybrid

proteins of diverse mechanical stability. Although A9

and G b-strands function as mechano-active sites that

are critical to the mechanical stability of I27-like pro-

teins, interactions in other regions can also affect the

mechano-active site and change the mechanical stability.

Here, we demonstrate that shuffling the A9G b-strands

between I27 and I32 does not lead to the transfer of the

mechanical stability between the two proteins, suggesting

that the existence of the mechano-active site is context

dependent. Furthermore, our results showed that dissect-

ing the mechano-active sites and then reconstituting new

ones could result in well-folded and mechanically stable

hybrid proteins. These results corroborate that not only

Figure 5. Hybrid Ig domains I32-DEFG-I27, I27-AA9B-I32, and I32-AA9B-I27 exhibit duality in their mechanical stability. (A,C, and

E) Typical force–extension curves of (GB1-I32-DEFG-I27)4, (GB1-I27-AA9B-I32)4, and (GB1-I32-AA9B-I27)4, respectively. The

unfolding events of GB1 are colored in gray. The unfolding events with DLc of ;28 nm correspond to the unfolding of hybrid Ig

domains and are in black. It is of note that the number of GB1 unfolding events in the force–extension curves are much greater than the

number of the unfolding events of hybrid Ig domains. (B,D, and F) Unfolding force histograms of I32-DEFG, I27-AA9B-I32, and I32-

AA9B-I27 domains in the heteropolyproteins. The number of events in these histograms is 154, 211, and 57, respectively. Insets in B,

D, and F are unfolding force histograms of GB1 domains in the heteropolyproteins, respectively. The number of events is 570, 1199,

and 377, respectively.
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the mechano-active site plays critical roles in determining

the mechanical stability of proteins, the noncovalent

interactions neighboring the mechano-active sites are

also important in fine tuning the mechanical resistance

of proteins. Therefore, these results highlight the global

attributes of mechanical stability and suggest that chang-

ing the context of the mechano-active site and reconsti-

tuting mechano-active sites are feasible ways to engineer

proteins of diverse mechanical stability. Considering that

the molecular determinants of the mechanical stability of

proteins remain largely unclear, DNA shuffling-based

recombination is thus a promising strategy to fulfill such

requirements, and to engineer proteins of diverse mechan-

ical stability.

Although some hybrid daughter proteins are mechan-

ically comparable to or even more stable than one of the

parent proteins, I27, the mechanical stability of the hybrid

proteins is yet to surpass that of I32. In order to fully take

advantage of the recombination-based approach to engi-

neer protein of tailored mechanical stability (such as

improved mechanical stability), one will have to build

and examine a library of hybrid proteins that is large

enough to carry beneficial mutations. Such a large library

of highly homologous hybrid proteins with diverse

mechanical stability will also offer an unprecedented

training data set for machine learning-based approach to

use a statistical analysis method to analyze the correlation

between the observed mechanical stability and primary

sequence and three-dimensional structures, and identify

features that are important for the mechanical stability of

proteins. The potential of such approaches has been

elegantly demonstrated recently by Arnold and coworkers

in the chemical recombination and engineering of cyto-

chrome P450s (Li et al. 2007). We anticipate that similar

experiments in engineering elastomeric proteins will pave

the way to develop the recombination method into a

directed-evolution based tool to tailor the mechanical

stability of proteins, which will complement the rational

design approach.

Challenges in protein recombination to novel

mechanical properties

Although our results demonstrated the great potential of

shuffling protein fragments among homologous parent

proteins to engineer novel mechanically stable proteins,

there exist some challenges to fully realize the potential

of recombination-based approaches to engineer novel

mechanical proteins.

Folding is the basis for mechanical stability

Acquiring desirable three-dimensional structures and

proper folding are the structural basis for mechanical

stability. Despite the high sequence homology and iden-

tity, almost half of the hybrid daughter proteins we gen-

erated exhibit secondary structural signatures that differ

from the parent proteins. It becomes evident that hybrid

proteins resulting from shuffling structural elements be-

tween parent proteins does not guarantee the formation of

correctly folded proteins. Although structural elements,

such as b-hairpins, were interchanged between two parent

proteins at identical sites of the parent proteins, the con-

text in which the structural elements formed has been

changed. Hence, the particular structural elements do not

necessarily form the same secondary structural elements

as they do in original parent protein, leading to misfold-

ing and/or conformational heterogeneity in the native

conformations of the hybrid proteins. For example, in

hybrid proteins I27-DEFG-I32 and I32-DEFG-I27, four

Figure 6. Plot of logarithmics of chemical unfolding rate constant ku
versus the concentration of guanidinium hydrochloride for the engineered

mechanically stable hybrid Ig domains. The spontaneous unfolding rate

constants in water ku (H2O) for these hybrid Ig domains, which were

obtained by extrapolating the unfolding arm to zero denaturant concen-

tration, are tabulated in Table 1.

Figure 7. The relationship between the mechanical unfolding force and

the spontaneous chemical unfolding for Ig domains. There is a weak

correlation between the mechanical unfolding force and the spontaneous

chemical unfolding rate constant for the six mechanically stable hybrid

daughter proteins, as well as the two parent proteins.
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b-strands were interchanged between I27 and I32. The

interchange results in the formation of a-helical struc-

tures and the increasing random coil content, leading to

the disruption of the folded structure of the resulted

hybrid proteins. These observations are consistent with

early studies on context-dependent secondary structure

formation (Minor Jr. and Kim 1996).

Moreover, our current approach does not take into

account the nonlocal interactions when we shuffle the sec-

ondary structural element, such as the b-hairpin, between

parent proteins. It was shown that the folding of I27 in-

volves a diffused folding nucleus involving non-adjacent

residues (Fowler and Clarke 2001). It is thus likely that

such shuffling may disrupt long-range interactions that

are critical for folding, leading to misfolding. Therefore,

it is important to design recombined hybrid proteins with

the least disruption of such interactions that are critical

for folding. Toward such a designed ‘‘shuffling’’ approach,

computational algorithms, such as SCHEMA (Voigt et al.

2002; Meyer et al. 2003, 2006), which was developed for

such purposes by Arnold and Georgiou (2003), will be of

particular importance for our future endeavors.

In addition to correctly folded native structures, folding

kinetics is also an important aspect for designing new

elastomeric proteins. Although the folding rate constant,

which is determined by the folding energy barrier, does

not correlate with the mechanical stability of proteins,

efficient folding is important for elastomeric proteins to

regain their mechanical stability after mechanical unfold-

ing during multiple stretching–relaxation cycles. Opti-

mizing folding properties of tandem modular proteins

will be important tasks for future endeavors.

Developing methodologies to efficiently screen proteins

that are correctly folded and mechanically resistant

To build a large library of hybrid proteins to screen

proteins of desirable mechanical stability, it is also of para-

mount importance to establish a methodology to enable

efficient screening of hybrid daughter proteins that are

correctly folded and are likely to retain functional mechano-

active site. Generally speaking, well-folded three-dimensional

structures should be the foundation for the mechanical

stability of proteins. Our current study achieved an ;50%

success rate for constructing proteins that are well-folded

and mechanically stable. However, our method used here

will not be sufficient to deal with a large library of hybrid

proteins. Utilizing high-throughput screening methods to

screen correctly folded proteins is key to significantly im-

proving the efficiency of constructing novel hybrid proteins

with significant mechanical stability.

Furthermore, developing efficient alternative methods

to screen proteins of desirable mechanical stability will

be another important task for future endeavors. Currently,

the examination of the mechanical properties of the

hybrid proteins relies on single-molecule AFM and the

construction of polyproteins. With a large library of hy-

brid proteins, it will become impractical to use single-

molecule AFM to screen proteins of desirable mechanical

stability. Developing new alternative high-throughput

screening methods will be critical to using a recombina-

tion method to engineer proteins with defined mechanical

properties. This will help to implement a methodology,

which is analogous to a directed evolution approach, to

purposefully evolve mechanical proteins with desired

mechanical properties.

Materials and Methods

Engineering of hybrid proteins by shuffling fragment

from I27 and I32

WT I27 and I32 were PCR amplified from the plasmid Ig8-GFP
(Dietz and Rief 2004) encoding I27 to I34 genes of human
cardiac titin and GFP (a kind gift from Professor Matthias Rief).
I27 and I32 were then subcloned into the pUC19 vector with the
help of the BamH I site at the 59 end and Bgl II and Kpn I sites at
the 39 end, to obtain pUC19-I27 and pUC19-I32, respectively.
I27-A9G-I32 was generated by the megaprimer method. Resi-
dues 15 to 78 were PCR amplified using the standard PCR
protocol. The primers encoding the A9 strand (11–14) and G
strand (79–88) of I32 were used as the forward and reverse
primers flanked with one to four residues of I27, respectively.
The amplified PCR product was then used as the megaprimer to
generate pUC19I27-A9G-I32 using pUC19I27 as the template.
pUC19I32-A9G-I27 was also generated in a similar fashion.
For the generation of pUC19I27-CDE-I32 and pUC19I32-CDE-

I27, Apa I and Age I were introduced, respectively, in I27 and I32
after the residues 28 and 67 by site-directed mutagenesis, to
generate the plasmids pUC19I27(a-a) and pUC19I32(a-a). The
residues 29 to 66 codes the CDE region of I27 along with its
adjacent loop, and was obtained by digestion with Apa I and Age I
restriction enzymes and ligated into pUC19I32(a-a) linearized
with the same set of enzymes to obtain pUC19I32-CDE-I27.
pUC19I27-CDE-I32 was obtained in a similar fashion.
In order to generate the other hybrids, the Ava I site was

introduced between E and F strands of pUC19I17(a-a) and
pUC19I32(a-a). For the generation of pUC19I27-DEFG-I32 and
pUC19I32-DEFG-I27, pUC19I27(a-a) and pUC19I32(a-a) were
digested with Ava I and Kpn I, to get the insert DEFG, and they
were shuffled between pUC19I27(a-a) and pUC19I32(a-a).
Similarly, for the generation of pUC19I27-AA9B-I32, and
pUC19I32-AA’B-I27, BamH I and Apa I sites were utilized,
and for the case of pUC19I32-FG-I27 and pUC19I27-FG-I32,
BamH I and Age I sites were utilized.
For the generation of I27-CFG-I32 and I32-CFG-I27, Apa I,

Ava I, and Age I sites were introduced, respectively, between the
strands B–C, C–D, and E–F in I27 and I32, respectively. In the
first step, I27-C-I32 and I32-C-I27 were generated utilizing the
Apa I and Ava I sites. In the second step, the Age I site was
utilized to generate I27-CFG-I32 and I32-CFG-I27.
I32-AA9BC-I27 was generated using overlap PCR. First,

DNA fragment encoding residues 1–38 were PCR amplified.
The forward primer contains the restriction site BamHI at the 59
end and the reverse primer encodes residues 31–38 of I27 and
also contains 59 DNA overhang encoding residues 39–44 of I32.
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Similarly, DNA encoding amino acids 31–89 of I32 were PCR
amplified. The forward primer encodes amino acids 39–45 of
I32 and a 59 overhang of residues 32–38 of I27. The reverse
primer contains restriction site BglII, followed by kpnI, respec-
tively. The above two PCR products were gel purified and mixed
together and re-amplified using forward and reverse primers
containing restriction sites BamHI and BglII, followed by KpnI,
respectively. The amplified product was gel purified and
digested with restriction enzymes BamHI and KpnI, and ligated
into plasmid pQE80 digested with similar restriction enzymes.
All the generated hybrids were confirmed by DNA sequencing.
The protein expression was carried out in pQE80 vector. For

the generation of pQE80(GB1)4I27-A9G-I32, pQE80(GB1)4I32-
A9G-I27, pQE80(GB1)4I27-CDE-I32, and pQE80(GB1)4I32-
CDE-I27, the hybrid genes were digested with BamH I and
Kpn I and subcloned into the pQE80(GB1)4 vector linearized
with Bgl II and Kpn I restriction enzymes to obtain
pQE80(GB1)4–hybrid. In order to get pQE80(GB1)4–hybrid–
(GB1)4, pQE80(GB1)4 was digested with BamH I and Kpn I
to get the insert (GB1)4, and ligated with Bgl II and Kpn
I linearized pQE80(GB1)4–hybrid. But in the case of
pQE80(GB1-I32-AA9BC-I27)4, pQE80(GB1-I27-AA9B-I32)4,
and pQE80(GB1-I32-FG-I27)4, the hybrid insert was obtained
by digestion with BamH I and Kpn I and ligated with
pQE80GB1, then linearized with Bgl II and Kpn I. The then
obtained heterodimer was then digested with BamH I and Kpn I
to get the insert and with Bgl II and Kpn I to get the linearized
vector. The proteins were expressed in DH5a. The six histidine
residues in the expression vector made the purification process
easier with the help of NiNTA resin. The purified protein (Cao
et al. 2006) was stored in 13 PBS containing 200 mM imidazole
and 5 mM DTT to prevent the air oxidation of the two cystine
residues that were introduced at the 39 end of the gene. The
protein was stored at 4°C.

Single-molecule AFM experiments

Single-molecule AFM experiments were carried out as
described previously (Cao et al. 2006).

Stopped-flow spectrofluorimetry and far-UV

CD measurements

The chemical unfolding experiments were carried out on a Bio
Logic SFM-300 stopped-flow module, using 7 M guanidinium
hydrochloride in 13 PBS buffer, pH 7.4, as the stock denaturing
agent. Monomeric hybrid proteins of the concentration of about
1 mg/mL were used in the study. The unfolding kinetics curves
were fitted to a single exponential curve to obtain the unfolding
rate constants. The far-UV CD spectra were recorded on a
JASCO-J810 spectropolarimeter flushed with nitrogen gas. A
0.2-cm path length cuvette was used as the sample container.
The data reported here is an average of three scans, with a scan
rate of 20 nm min�1. The data are expressed as mean residue
ellipticity. For fluorescence and CD studies the hybrid proteins
were dialyzed extensively against 0.53 PBS to get rid of
imidazole, before carrying out the experiments.
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